Context: Most neuroimaging studies of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) have focused on potential abnormalities in the whole hippocampus, but the subfields of this structure, which have distinctive histological characteristics and specialized functions, have not been investigated. Studies of individual subfields may clarify the role of the hippocampus in PTSD.
Results: Posttraumatic stress disorder was associated with 11.4% (1.5%) (P = .02) smaller mean (SD) cornu ammonis 3 (CA3)/dentate gyrus subfield volumes, irrespective of age-related alterations, whereas other subfields were spared. Age was associated with reduced volume of the CA1 subfield (P=.03). Total hippocampal volume was also reduced in PTSD by a mean (SD) of 6.5%(0.6%) but, related to both PTSD (P=.05) and age (P=.01), was consistent with the measurements in the subfields.
Conclusions:
The findings indicate for the first time in humans that PTSD is associated with selective volume loss of the CA3/dentate gyrus subfields, consistent with animal studies, implying that chronic stress suppresses neurogenesis and dendritic branching in these structures.
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P OSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORder (PTSD) is a debilitating condition that can affect individuals who have been exposed to severe emotional or physically life-threatening traumatic events. 1 The National Comorbidity Survey estimates that the lifetime prevalence of PTSD is 8% in the general population and 24% in persons exposed to trauma. 2 Some symptoms of PTSD may be related to alterations in brain structure that might be detectable with neuroimaging.
Most neuroimaging studies of PTSD have focused on potential abnormalities in the hippocampus, which plays a major role in memory processing and, therefore, is thought to be functionally important in interaction with the amygdala for the pathogenesis of the persistent reexperiencing of symptoms in the context of trauma. The hippocampus is also known to play a crucial role in the biological response to stress. 3 Several magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies reported smaller hippocampal volumes in patients with PTSD compared with patients without PTSD or controls, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] though the findings differed as to whether the effect involved the left or right side or was bilateral. Other studies found no evidence of hippocampal volume deficits in PTSD. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Similarly, longitudinal MRI studies also found no evidence of hippocampal volume loss over time in PTSD. 10, 16 Other MRI studies have tried to divide the hippocampus into anatomical sections such as the head, body, and tail and reported selective volume deficits of the hippocampal head 17 or tail 18 in PTSD but others failed to replicate such results. 13, 15 However, lack of a clear consensus on what actually comprises the anatomical sections of the hippocampus might have compromised the findings. In general, the discrepant findings using MRI have made it difficult to identify the precise role of the hippocampus in PTSD.
The hippocampus is composed of several subfields with distinctive histological characteristics and specialized functions such as the subiculum, the cornu ammonis sectors (CA1-CA3), and the dentate gyrus (DG). 19 Compared with division of the hippocampus into head, body, and tail, there is greater consensus on the boundary definitions of the hippocampal subfields. Moreover, animal studies found that stress-related damage to the hippocampus mainly happens in certain subfields [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] including, specifically, the DG, which contains multipotent adult neural stem cells and is a key site of neurogenesis, 27 and the CA3 region, which is a major target of glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormones that are elevated under conditions of stress. 28 Studies of individual subfields may therefore clarify the role of the hippocampus in PTSD.
Recently, we developed a protocol for acquiring and tracing the major hippocampal subfields on highresolution MRI for studies of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer disease, 29, 30 exploiting the increased sensitivity and contrast of MRI at high magnetic fields (4 T). In this study, we used an MRI protocol to study the volumes of hippocampal subfields in PTSD. Specifically, we hypothesized that chronic PTSD selectively affects the DG and CA3 while sparing other subfields, consistent with observations in animals suggesting that chronic stress suppresses neurogenesis in the DG and dendritic branching in the CA3 region. 21, 24, 25, 31, 32 
METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Subjects were recruited from the outpatient mental health clinic of the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center and by advertising in the community. After a complete description of the study was given to the participants, written informed consent was obtained. All procedures were approved by the Committees of Human Research at the University of California and the Veterans Affairs Medical center.
The study design required recruitment of 2 groups: veterans with current PTSD and healthy veterans without PTSD. Veterans participating in the study were evaluated by a clinical interviewer using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Diagnosis 33 and the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS), 34 and classified into groups. We used an interview version of the Life Stressor Checklist-Revised 35 to determine exposure to traumatic events. The Life Stressor Checklist-Revised assesses 21 stressful life events (eg, experiencing or witnessing serious accidents, illnesses, sudden death, and physical and sexual assault). The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Diagnosis was used to rule out individuals with a lifetime history of psychotic or bipolar disorders and alcohol abuse or dependence within the previous 12 months and drug abuse or dependence within the previous 6 months. Veterans with past but not current PTSD or current subsyndromal PTSD were also excluded. Other exclusion criteria were neurological illness, head trauma with loss of consciousness greater than 10 minutes, medical disorders affecting brain function, and conditions ineligible for MRI.
Twenty participants with PTSD and 20 without PTSD received MRI. All subjects with PTSD had traumatic exposure related to combat. The trauma histories of those without PTSD included 14 individuals who served in combat, 5 without a traumatic life event, and 1 who experienced a traumatic military accident. Four subjects (3 with PTSD and 1 control) had to be excluded because their MRI data showed substantial movement artifacts that led to difficulty visualizing the subfields. Thus, the final analysis included 17 participants with PTSD and 19 control subjects. The groups included a mix of Vietnam (23%), Gulf War (16%), Iraq (54%), and Afghanistan (7%) theater exposure-too few to make much inference about subgroups. Five patients with PTSD were taking antidepressant medications, whereas the other patients and all control subjects were medication free. In addition, 6 patients with PTSD and 3 controls reported a history of drug or alcohol abuse or dependence. Those episodes had occurred an average of 13.6 years (range, 1-40 years) before the study, and none had occurred within a year. The demographics and clinical characteristics of the participants are listed in Table 1 .
MRI ACQUISITION AND DATA PROCESSING
Magnetic resonance imaging scans were performed at the Center for Imaging of Neurodegenerative Diseases at the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center using a Bruker/Siemens MedSpec 4T MRI system (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with an 8-channel array receiver coil. The MRI scan protocol consisted of a high-resolution T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence (repetition time, 3500 milliseconds; echo time, 19 milliseconds) with a train of 15 spin-echoes per k-space segment, 160°refocusing pulses, and 100% oversampling in the phaseencoding direction to avoid aliasing, yielding a nominal inplane resolution of 0.4 ϫ 0.5 mm. Twenty-four contiguous slices, each 2-mm thick, were acquired in interleaved fashion. The coronal oblique slices were angulated perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampal formation to achieve consistent images of hippocampal subfields from subject to subject. 30 The total acquisition time of the sequence was about 5 1 ⁄2 minutes. In addition, a volumetric T1-weighted magnetization prepared gradient echo sequence (repetition time, 2300 milliseconds; time following inversion pulse, 950 milliseconds; echo time, 4 milliseconds; 7°excitation pulses; 1ϫ1 ϫ 1 mm 3 resolution) was acquired to determine total hippocampal volume and a volumetric T2-weighted turbospin echo sequence (repetition time, 3000 milliseconds; echo time, 356 milliseconds; 109 echoes per k-space segment with variable flip angles; 1 ϫ 1 ϫ 2-mm nominal resolution; 120 slices; acquisition time, 3.40 minutes) was collected to measure intracranial volume.
The method used for manual marking of subfields has been described in detail by Mueller et al. 30 In brief, after carefully aligning the high-resolution images perpendicular to the long axis of the left or right hippocampus, separately, the tracing of the subfields starts on the first slice on which the head of the hippocampus is no longer visible. On this slice, the hippocampal subfields, subiculum, and entorhinal cortex (ERC) are marked ( Figure 1 shows the starting slice). In addition, the ERC is marked on the 2 slices anterior to this starting slice, and the subiculum and the other hippocampal subfields are marked on the 2 slices posterior to the starting slice. Altogether, the hippocampal subfields are marked on 5 consecutive slices, ie, over a length of 10 mm in the rostral part of the hippocampus. The most medial point of the temporal cortex is chosen as the medial border of the ERC, and the medial end of the collateral sulcus is chosen as its lateral border. The CA1/subiculum border is determined by drawing a line perpendicular to the edge of the subiculum, touching the medial border of the hippocampus. The CA1/CA2 border is determined by dividing the line along the longest diameter of the hippocampus by 2 and drawing a line perpendicular to this line. The small region representing CA2 is marked in a squarelike manner, ie, its height at the CA1/2 boundary also determines its length, while its overall shape is determined by the course of the outer boundary of the hippocampus and a hypointense line representing myelinated tissue in the strata moleculare/lacunosum. Because the CA2 is likely to have some overlap with the dorsomedial part of CA1, we considered this region to be a CA1 to CA2 transition zone rather than CA2 exclusively. This represents the only deviation from the original marking protocol. 30 The remainder of the hippocampal formation consisting of CA3 and the DG is marked as 1 region (CA3/DG) because there are no reliable landmarks to distinguish between the two structures. In summary, the traced subfields included the left and right ERC, the subiculum, CA1, CA1/2 transition, and CA3/DG. In addition, the volumes of the left and right total hippocampus were determined automatically using the brain parcellation features provided by the FreeSurfer software (Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, Massachusetts), 36 which uses a probabilistic brain atlas as input for labeling brain structures. Automatic labeling of the hippocampus with FreeSurfer has been validated 36 and tested on different brain pathologies. 37 The hippocampal masks derived from FreeSurfer were further visually checked for accuracy and manually refined if necessary. The total intracranial volume (ICV) was determined from the T2-weighted image using the BET (brain extraction tool) program (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl; FMRIB Image Analysis Group, Oxford University, Oxford, England ). The subfield tracings were performed by an experienced reader (Z.W.) and inspected by a second reader (S.M.). The withinreader reliability of subfield tracings in terms of an intraclass correlation coefficient was better than 0.95 for the CA3/DG region, subiculum, CA1, and ERC, and 0.79 for the CA1/2 transition, which is by far the smallest subfield region. Both readers were blinded to any clinical information.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Hippocampal subfields volumes and whole-hippocampal volume were analyzed using a linear model, accounting for the effects of PTSD diagnosis, age, and an interaction between PTSD and age. The volumes were corrected for ICV by crosscorrelation, in which the regression coefficient between the volumes and ICV was used to correct individual volumes as a function of each subject's ICV relative to the mean ICV of all subjects. The brain hemisphere was initially added into the model as covariate to account for left-right differences but, when no significant lateralization effects were found, left and right volumes were averaged. F tests were used to determine if factors added explanatory power and were therefore appropriate for inclusion in the model. Three nested models were fitted by maximum likelihood: the first (base) model included age, and the subsequent models added a PTSD effect and then a further PTSD ϫ age interaction, respectively. The resulting fits were compared sequentially via F tests to determine whether PTSD, age, or an interaction between PTSD and age added significant (P Ͻ .05) explanatory power to the base model. No corrections for multiple comparisons were applied for tests involving the subfields because we had an a priori hypothesis for a PTSD effect on a specific subfield (CA3/DG). To further demonstrate that the results are not biased by the inclusion of 5 control subjects without trauma exposure, we performed the analysis with and without the unexposed group included. Finally, we used Spearman rank correlations to determine if subfield volumes in PTSD are associated with PTSD severity, as measured by CAPS scores, using Bonferroni corrections to account for multiple tests of correlations.
RESULTS
The 2 groups were comparable in age (P = .5, t test). Differences in the number of trauma-exposed subjects in the 2 groups were not significant (P = .8, 2 test). As expected, subjects with PTSD had significantly higher CAPS scores than those without PTSD (P = .001, t test). Somewhat unexpectedly, subjects with PTSD had smaller ICV values than subjects without PTSD (P = .04, t test).
The scatter plots in Figure 2 , A and B, depict volumes (left and right side are averaged and adjusted for ICV) of hippocampal subfields by group, and the scatter plot in Figure 3 shows the corresponding total hippocampal volumes. The effects of PTSD and age on subfields and whole hippocampal volumes adjusted for ICV are summarized in Table 2 . The subfield CA3/DG was about a mean (SD) of 11.4% (1.5%) smaller in subjects with PTSD than in controls (F 1,34 = 5.7; P = .02), yielding an effect size of 0.98. Age was associated with a mean (SD) 2%(1%) volume loss per decade but this did not significantly contribute to the volume reduction of CA3/DG (F 1,34 =2.1; P =.2). In contrast to CA3/DG, the subfield CA1 was not significantly associated with PTSD (F 1,34 =1. 4 , with PTSD explaining 31% and age 56% of the total variance. No region showed a significant PTSD ϫ age interaction, which is not surprising given that the study was designed for tests of additive effects, whereas interactions of more than 35% change only were detectable with 90% confidence. The different effects of PTSD and age on CA3/DG and CA1 are depicted in the regression plots of subfield volumes vs age in Figure 4 . A further analysis in which controls without exposure to trauma were excluded did not substantially alter the results. We also tested if subfield volumes or total hippocampal volume correlated with severity of PTSD, as measured with CAPS scores, but found no significant correlation for any of the volumes (all P = .7). Lastly, taking drug or alcohol abuse or dependence into consideration did not significantly alter the effect of PTSD on CA3/DG.
COMMENT
We have 3 major findings. First, PTSD was associated with reduced volumes of the CA3/DG, regardless of age or when limited to trauma-exposed individuals, while other subfields were spared. This finding is in agreement with our a priori hypothesis and is also consistent with animal studies suggesting that chronic stress suppresses neurogenesis and dendritic branching in these regions. Second, age was associated with reduced volumes of the CA1 and CA1/2 transition, consistent with previous subfield MRI studies in aging. 30 Third, both PTSD and age contributed to the total hippocampal volume reduction. Our findings suggest that PTSD is associated selectively with volume loss of the CA3/DG subfield.
Our finding of reduced CA3/DG subfield volumes in PTSD is consistent with studies in animals suggesting that stressful conditions can induce structural remodeling of the interconnected CA3/DG fields of the hippocampus. The main processes that are thought to be involved in stress-related remodeling include suppression of neurogenesis, reduced branching of dendrites, and reduced synaptic and neuronal plasticity. First, suppressed neurogenesis could explain the volume reduction of CA3/DG in PTSD because the DG is one of the few regions of the adult brain where neurogenesis occurs. 38 Neurogenesis can produce a large pool of new granule cells in the DG, 39 which is considered essential for the formation of memory, 40 and memory plays an important role in development of PTSD. Repeated restraint stress in rats suppressed neurogenesis and significantly reduced the total number of granule cells and the granule cell layer volume of DG. 24 In another study on Swiss albino mice, the expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor in DG decreased after 5 weeks of a chronic mild stress procedure. 41 Reduced brain-derived neurotrophic factor may inhibit neurogenesis because it is associated with the growth and differentiation of stem cells into neurons in hippocampus. 42 The physiological effects of stress have also been shown to inhibit the process of neurogenesis in primates. 21 Although it is not clear if suppressed neurogenesis leads to measurable effects in humans, our finding of smaller CA3/DG volumes in PTSD is consistent with depressed neurogenesis.
Second, diminished dendritic branching could also be responsible for the reduction of CA3/DG volumes in PTSD. The hippocampus is characterized by a relative abundance of glucocorticoid receptors 43, 44 and is especially vulnerable to elevated levels of glucocorticoids. Prolonged high levels of glucocorticoids may have direct and indirect neurotoxic effects on the hippocampus. 45, 46 A major target for glucocorticoids in the hippocampus is the CA3 region. Rats that were subjected to physical restraint daily for a period of 3 to 4 weeks had significant atrophy and reduced branching of apical dendrites in pyramidal neurons of the CA3 region. 22, 47 These changes can be blocked by glucocorticoid inhibitors. Chronic psychosocial stress also led to a decrease in the number of branch points and total dendritic length in the apical dendritic trees of CA3 pyramidal neurons. 20, 23 Alternatively, insufficient glucocorticoid signaling can also have damaging effects either via decreased neurotrophic effects on neurons 48, 49 or promoting inflammatory responses in the brain. 50 Third, diminished synaptic or neuronal plasticity could be responsible for reduced CA3/DG volumes in PTSD. 51 A number of studies have described changes in synaptic plasticity and neuron density in response to repetitive Figure 4 . Depiction of the dissociation between the effects of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and aging on subfields, separately for cornu ammonis 1 (CA1) and CA3 and the dentate gyrus (CA3/DG). The solid and dashed lines represent regressions of subfield volumes against age by group. This shows a PTSD effect on CA3/DG but not on CA1 after accounting for age. stress including suppression of long-term potentiation in DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons 52, 53 and retraction of thorny excrescences 25 in the CA3 region. Stress-induced elevation of glucocorticoid levels cause pronounced loss of synapses in the CA3. 32, 54 The prolonged stress of emotional pain 26 or immobilization 55 also leads to a decrease in neurons in the CA3 subfield in rats.
Although our results of reduced CA3/DG volumes in PTSD are, overall, consistent with the results of stress studies in animals, implying that trauma exposure caused the reduction in PTSD, it is also possible that vulnerability to PTSD exists before trauma exposure. An MRI study of homozygous twins discordant for trauma exposure found that hippocampal volumes were smaller in both the exposed and unexposed members of the twin pairs in which one of the twins developed PTSD compared with twin pairs without PTSD. 6 This implies that a smaller hippocampus constitutes a risk factor for the development of stress-related psychopathology. Our finding of a decreased ICV in PTSD, consistent with the finding by Woodward et al, 56 would add further support that abnormalities in brain structure may increase vulnerability to developing PTSD. In particular, a smaller ICV could potentially indicate adverse early brain development that might predispose to PTSD. However, the volume reduction of CA3/DG in PTSD cannot simply be explained as bias toward a smaller ICV because the other subfields showed no significant effect of PTSD. A prospective study is necessary to elucidate cause or effect of PTSD on volume reductions. Furthermore, the finding that subjects with PTSD had smaller ICV values than those without PTSD warrants further studies on a larger population.
Another finding was that the volume reduction of CA1 was associated with aging but not significantly with PTSD. The finding of a selective age effect on CA1 replicates prior MRI studies of subfields in aging from our laboratory. 30 The CA1/2 transition region showed similar results to the CA1 region, but the CA1-2 transition is very small compared with the other subfields and difficult to measure precisely. It is possible that greater PTSD severity leads to more widespread damage, eventually involving also the CA1 region and other subfields. Given the number of subjects in this study, we had the sensitivity to detect about 15% volume difference in subfields between the groups with 90% power and an ␣ = .05. Nonetheless, the findings suggest that CA3/DG is more selectively vulnerable to PTSD than other subfield regions.
Our results of independent effects of PTSD and age on whole-hippocampal volume reduction in PTSD are in agreement with our findings of the subfields that the CA3/DG region is affected by PTSD and the CA1 by aging. A meta-analysis also suggested that smaller hippocampal volume may be related to PTSD duration or aging, 57 and age-related hippocampal atrophy is well documented. 58, 59 Simultaneous effects of PTSD and aging on whole-hippocampal volume may, therefore, explain some inconsistencies in previous results of wholehippocampal volume loss in PTSD, especially when aging was not fully taken into account. Similarly, age-related volume changes of the hippocampus may have obscured PTSD-related changes in studies that did not find significant differences between PTSD and control subjects. However, CA3/DG cannot account for all volume effects of the whole hippocampus related to PTSD. First, the whole hippocampus included the fimbria, a prominent band of white matter that anatomically does not belong to any subfield, and second, our tracing of subfields did not extend all the way to the hippocampal tail, where the delineation of structures becomes increasingly difficult. Moreover, CA1 and subiculum are also numerically smaller-though not significantly-in PTSD, adding to the overall difference between the volume effects on the CA3/DG and whole hippocampus related to PTSD. Nevertheless, our data imply that the CA3/DG is more affected in PTSD than the other subfields and, therefore, their assessment is likely more specific for PTSD than assessments of whole hippocampus.
While our subfield findings are promising, several limitations should be noted. First, the gene type of apolipoprotein E (APOE), which plays a fundamental role in the maintenance and repair of neurons, 60 has been associated with smaller CA3/DG volumes in normal aging and in patients with Alzheimer disease. 29 We do not have information about the participants' APOE genotypes and therefore cannot account for variations in APOE profiles. It is possible, then, that variations in the APOE profile or an interaction between APOE and PTSD, and not PTSD per se, are responsible for the volume variations of CA3/DG. Second, we have no reliable information about the duration of PTSD. It is possible that the extent to which PTSD is associated with reduced CA3/DG volumes may be modulated by the duration of the disease. Furthermore, a few patients with PTSD were taking antidepressant medication but we do not believe that the difference in medication exposure between the patients with PTSD and controls explains the decreased hippocampal volume in PTSD. If anything, more use of antidepressants might introduce a negative bias to find less volume in PTSD given that there is evidence that antidepressant treatment increases the size of the hippocampus. 61 Third, we could not separate the effect of trauma exposure because most of our subjects were trauma exposed. To separate the effects of PTSD from those of trauma exposure, 3 groups are needed, including trauma-exposed controls and subjects with PTSD and non-traumaexposed controls. Finally, the number of subjects in this study is relatively small, limiting generalization. The findings need to be replicated in a new cohort of subjects.
In conclusion, the results of this study indicate for the first time that PTSD is associated with a selective reduction of the CA3/DG subfield in the human hippocampus, irrespective of age-related effects. Future studies are required to clarify the potential role of APOE status and PTSD duration on the CA3/DG volume reduction in PTSD, and longitudinal studies should help determining causality.
